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The statements in this communication regarding future events, occurrences, circumstances, activities, performance,
outcomes and results are forward-looking statements. Although these statements reflect the current views, assumptions
and expectations of Crestwood’s management, the matters addressed herein are subject to numerous risks and
uncertainties which could cause actual activities, performance, outcomes and results to differ materially from those
indicated. Such forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements about the benefits that may result
from the merger and statements about the future financial and operating results, objectives, expectations and intentions
and other statements that are not historical facts. Factors that could result in such differences or otherwise materially affect
Crestwood’s financial condition, results of operations and cash flows include, without limitation, the possibility that
expected cost reductions will not be realized, or will not be realized within the expected timeframe; fluctuations in crude oil,
natural gas and NGL prices (including, without limitation, lower commodity prices for sustained periods of time); the extent
and success of drilling efforts, as well as the extent and quality of natural gas and crude oil volumes produced within
proximity of Crestwood assets; failure or delays by customers in achieving expected production in their oil and gas
projects; competitive conditions in the industry and their impact on our ability to connect supplies to Crestwood gathering,
processing and transportation assets or systems; actions or inactions taken or non-performance by third parties, including
suppliers, contractors, operators, processors, transporters and customers; the ability of Crestwood to consummate
acquisitions, successfully integrate the acquired businesses, realize any cost savings and other synergies from any
acquisition; changes in the availability and cost of capital; operating hazards, natural disasters, weather-related delays,
casualty losses and other matters beyond Crestwood’s control; timely receipt of necessary government approvals and
permits, the ability of Crestwood to control the costs of construction, including costs of materials, labor and right-of-way
and other factors that may impact Crestwood’s ability to complete projects within budget and on schedule; the effects of
existing and future laws and governmental regulations, including environmental and climate change requirements; the
effects of existing and future litigation; and risks related to the substantial indebtedness, of either company, as well as
other factors disclosed in Crestwood’s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. You should read filings
made by Crestwood with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, including Annual Reports on Form 10-K and the
most recent Quarterly Reports and Current Reports for a more extensive list of factors that could affect results. Readers
are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, which reflect management’s view only as of the
date made. Crestwood does not assume any obligation to update these forward-looking statements.

Company Information
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Forward-Looking Statements

Contact Information

Corporate Headquarters
811 Main Street

Suite 3400

Houston, TX 77002

(1) Market data as of 9/14/2020. 
(2) Unit count and balance sheet data as of 6/30/2020.

Crestwood Equity Partners LP
NYSE Ticker CEQP

Market Capitalization ($MM)(1,2) $996

Enterprise Value ($MM)(2) $4,658

Annualized Distribution $2.50

Investor Relations
investorrelations@crestwoodlp.com

(713) 380-3081

No IDRs

Corporate Structure
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Executive Summary / Market Update
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• Crestwood is well-positioned to manage current market conditions
– No near-term debt maturities until 2023

– Over $400MM of availability under revolver and leverage of 4.2x and 
coverage of 1.6x as of 6/30/2020

• Cash flow growth in 2020 still expected despite near-term 
headwinds from lower crude pricing driven by COVID demand 
destruction
– G&P volumes expected to benefit from stabilized commodity price and a 

resumption of completion activity on Arrow 

– Oil-weighted basins expected to have zero curtailments by Q4 2020

– S&T and MS&L segments and legacy natural gas basins provide strong, 
stable cash flow diversity

• CEQP has achieved significant cost savings and capex reduction 
goals that offset production shut-ins in Q2 2020
– Annual O&M and G&A cost savings of ~$40MM, a 15% reduction in costs

– Growth capital range reduced to $140MM - $160MM (net to CEQP), a 14% 
reduction at the midpoint

– Maintenance capital range reduced to $10MM - $15MM, a 44% reduction 
at the midpoint

CEQP is well-positioned to achieve its 2020 financial targets and achieve FCF+ 
as the company navigates the prolonged lower commodity price environment

>$400MM
Liquidity

4.2x / 1.6x
Leverage and Coverage 

Ratios, respectively 

$40MM
Annual O&M and G&A

Reductions

$40MM
Total Capex
Reductions

Highlights

Crestwood expects to be free cash flow positive in 2020 and 2021 through cash 
flow growth and capital/expense reductions
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Crestwood's Response to COVID-19
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Crestwood has established a multidisciplinary management team that is 
coordinating our efforts in response to the COVID-19 pandemic

Keeping our Employees and Contractors Safe
• Implemented travel restrictions and a work-from-home policy

• Notified suppliers and contractors of our COVID-19 procedures

• Equipped field employees with safe passage letters

• Provided sanitizing/safety kits for our drivers and field employees

• Encourage and practice social distancing measures

• Promote frequent handwashing and other hygiene practices

• Keep our employees informed frequently

Operating Reliably while Providing Excellent Customer Service
• Business continuity plan in place

• Operations remain focused on running the business safely and reliably

• Commercial teams continue to ensure we provide the same 
best-in-class service to our customers

The health and safety of our employees, contractors and communities is paramount, 
and we are taking proactive measures while maintaining our steadfast commitment 
to operational excellence

Donated over $75,000 to support our communities during the pandemic
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Positioned to Withstand 
Current Market Conditions

Connections for America’s Energy
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Key Investor Highlights
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EXECUTION

UNITHOLDER 
ALIGNMENT

FINANCIAL 
DISCIPLINE   
& LIQUIDITY

DIVERSIFIED 
ASSETS

Crestwood is focused on liquidity, enhancing its capital structure and 
proactively managing the business through the current down-cycle

• Immediate action taken in Q1 to reduce capital expenditures and significantly lower O&M and G&A   

• Strong track record of delivering on operational and financial targets through volatile commodity prices

• Best-in-class midstream operator for safety, employee relations, customer service, community and 
environmental responsibility

• No incentive distribution rights; simplified MLP governance structure; stable GP sponsor

• High quality, experienced management team; insiders own >30% of common LP units

• Leads the MLP industry in commitment to ESG/Sustainability initiatives 

• Committed to long-term leverage ratio below 4.0x and coverage above 1.8x

• No near-term maturities until 2023 and over $400 million in revolver availability

• Fully committed $1.25B revolver with a $350 accordion from ~25 lending institutions

• Remaining 2020 capital program self-funded with excess cash flow

• Prudent allocation of capital only to projects and/or transactions that meet strict investment criteria

• Three operating segments provide cash flow diversity by asset class: Gathering & Processing, 
Storage & Transportation and Marketing, Supply & Logistics

• Cash flow derived from 50% natural gas, 25% NGLs, and 25% crude oil and produced water

• Large counterparties and strong/recently negotiated midstream contracts 

FREE CASH 
FLOW 
POSITIVE

• Completion of 3-year growth strategy drives free cash flow generation beginning in Q3 2020

• Reduced capital spending in second half of 2020 as system capacities are aligned with current customer 
development programs

• Actively reviewing distribution policies to maintain flexibility and provide additional free cash flow after 
distributions
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Strong Q2 2020 Results 
Demonstrates Resiliency of Asset Base in Down Cycles 
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 Strong Q2 Financial 
Results

On-Track to Achieve 
Mid-to-Upper End of 

Guidance Range

Free Cash Flow 
Enhances Liquidity and 

Financial Flexibility

Q2 2020 Highlights

Results Highlight 
Portfolio Diversity

• Q2 Adjusted EBITDA of 
$128MM, 5% above Q2 2019

• Leverage and coverage ratios 
of 4.2x and 1.6x, respectively

• Solid 1H 2020 results drive 
ability to achieve mid-to-upper 
end of revised guidance range

• Cash flow stability in S&T and 
MS&L from extensive storage 
and marketing capabilities

• Achieved significant cost 
savings and reduced capital 
goals; Drives ~5% increase in 
operating margin

• Free cash flow generation of 
$230MM - $280MM allows 
Crestwood to de-lever going 
into 2021

Well-Positioned in Down Cycle







Q2 2020 expected to be trough quarter as shut-in production returns,  
completion activity resumes on Arrow, and MS&L contribution increases 
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Diversified Portfolio of Infrastructure Assets
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Diversified midstream portfolio with operating scale along the value chain

Bakken
Northeast 
Marcellus

Powder 
River Basin

Delaware
Basin

• ~15% 2020E cash flow

• 10.0 MMBbls NGL storage

• 350 MBbls/d NGL logistics business with 
rail cars and trucking units

Note: Key statistics include CEQP and JV assets as of 4/1/2020.

Gathering & Processing

Storage & Transportation

Marketing, Supply & Logistics

Core Focus Regions

• ~70% of 2020E cash flow

• 2,024 miles of pipeline

• 3.3 Bcf/d gas gathering

• 1.2 Bcf/d gas processing plants

• 150 MBbls/d crude oil gathering

• 300 MBbls/d produced water gathering

• ~15% of 2020E cash flow

• 1.6 Bcf/d gas transportation

• 76 Bcf gas storage facilities

• 180 MBbls/d crude oil rail terminalling

• 1.2 MMBbls crude oil storage

Legacy Gas Basins

Barnett 
Shale

Fayetteville 
Shale

SW 
Marcellus 
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Strong Balance Sheet and Ample Liquidity to 
Sustain Lower Commodity Prices

Balance Sheet Positioned for Strength Current Capitalization(1)

Long-Term Debt Overview
($MM)

RCF

6.25% 
Notes 5.75% 

Notes

Crestwood is committed to maintaining a strong balance sheet 
and financial flexibility

(1) Calculated in accordance with the amended CMLP credit agreement; LTM 
EBITDA adjustments include PRB cash received in excess of recognized revenue 
and JV level interest expense

• No debt maturities until 2023

• Top-tier leverage position

– Q2 2020 leverage of 4.2x

– Current borrowing capacity over $400 
million

• Committed to long-term leverage 
between 3.5x - 4.0x 

• 2020 growth capital program funded with 
retained cash flow

• Evaluating opportunities to take 
advantage of market dislocations, de-
lever and maximize liquidity

5.625% 
Notes

No near-term 
debt maturities

Actuals Actuals Actuals
$ millions 12/31/2018 12/31/2019 6/30/2020

Cash $1 $2 $7

Revolver $578 $557 $801

Senior Notes 1,200 1,800 1,800

Other Debt 7 1 1

Total Debt $1,785 $2,358 $2,602

Total Leverage Ratio 4.3x 4.1x 4.2x
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Revised 2020E Financial Outlook

Marketing, Supply & Logistics
• 2020E cash flow $90MM to $95MM

• Plains acquisition increases total 
storage to 10 MMBbls

• NGL storage benefitting from current 
oversupply

• NGL marketing business driven by 
seasonal propane and butane 
demand in the Northeast

Segment Outlook
Storage & Transportation

• 2020E cash flow $85MM to $90MM

• Stagecoach benefits from increased 
demand for NE gas and 41 Bcf of 
underground natural gas storage

• Strong fundamentals at COLT Hub due 
to large crude storage position

• Tres Palacios increased demand driven 
by Gulf Coast LNG and Mexican gas 
demand

Gathering & Processing

• 2020E cash flow $395MM to $435MM

• Q2 and Q3 impacted by shut-ins across 
oil-weighted basins

• Arrow 3-product well-connects between 
60 – 70 and full-year contribution from 
Bear Den II processing plant

• Legacy natural gas basins contribute 
~$100MM in stable cash flow

Stronger than expected second quarter results drive increased confidence in achieving 
midpoint or better of revised guidance range

Adjusted EBITDA

Distributable Cash Flow

Leverage Ratio

Growth Capital

Maintenance Capital

4.25x – 4.75x

$140 million – $160 million

$10 million – $15 million

$520 million – $570 million

$290 million – $340 million

Note: Please see accompanying tables of non-GAAP reconciliations for Adj. EBITDA and DCF. 
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Free Cash Flow Positive in 2020

With most of the growth capital invested in the first half of 2020, Crestwood 
expects to be free cash flow positive beginning in the third quarter

Crestwood is well-positioned to execute through the current down-cycle; 
Current forecasts demonstrate Crestwood can meet all financial obligations 

and be in a position of strength once market conditions begin to rebound

2020 Adjusted EBITDA 
Range of 

$520MM - $570MM

Interest Expense
$140MM - $145MM

Maintenance Capex 
$10MM - $15MM

Growth Capex
$140MM - $160MM

FCF Generation 
$230MM -$280MM

Positive Cash Flow Outlook in Current Market Highlights

Substantial free cash flow 
generation covers all 
fixed charges and 
financial obligations

Free cash flow in 
2020/2021 allocated to 
debt paydown and 
balance sheet 
optimization 

Conservative guidance 
range factors in 
uncertainty around 
producer shut-ins and 
completion activity
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Balanced Portfolio; High Quality Customers
Excellent Diversity of Services, Customers and Markets 

CEQP Contract Portfolio 

12
12

Variable 
Rate Contracts

16%

Take-or-Pay and 
Fixed-Fee 
Contracts

84%

~87% of Crestwood 2020 EBITDA from take-or-pay and fixed-fee contracts; 
Key assets protected from commodity volatility

Long-Term Contract Profile With High Quality Customers(1)

2020 Forecasted EBITDA

(1) Not inclusive of all Crestwood customers. 

Stable cash flows supported by fixed-fee contracts, top-tier customer base and 
balanced commodity exposure

G&P assets backed by 1.1 million acreage dedication; High quality producer mix

Top-tier NE Gas Storage & Transportation franchise; Largely investment grade

Diversified NGL Marketing, Supply & Logistics business

Gas Oil NGLs

Volumes by 
Commodity

EBITDA by 
Commodity

Variable Rate 
Contracts

13% 

Take-or-Pay and 
Fixed Fee 
Contracts

87% 

61% 24% 

14% 

60% 
21% 

19% 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiGmsGNu4zMAhXmuIMKHc6FCe8QjRwIBw&url=https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ConEd_logo.svg&bvm=bv.119408272,d.amc&psig=AFQjCNFVY5YO8LcKrp8HdPVcS9wrz3WoLw&ust=1460665930322436
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MLP Industry Leading Sustainability Program 
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• Sustainability Strategy: Continued progress on the three-year 
sustainability strategy with five key focus areas that represent 
not only risks to be managed, but also significant opportunities

• Sustainability Governance: Formed a Sustainability 
Committee at the board level in 2018 to provide governance and 
oversight

• Compensation Tied to Sustainability: Enhanced employee 
and executive compensation based on sustainability key 
performance indicators

• Robust Sustainability Reporting: Committed to transparency 
and disclosure; reporting in accordance with the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards – Core option and the 
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) midstream 
framework

For more information on Crestwood’s sustainability program: 
esg.crestwoodlp.com

At Crestwood, sustainability means operating in an 
ethically, environmentally and socially responsible 
manner; focusing on safety; respecting and supporting 
our communities; protecting the environment; and 
developing our employees

Issued second annual sustainability report in June 2019
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Crestwood’s 2019 Sustainability Report:
Embracing a Culture of Sustainability
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• Progressing on the three-year sustainability strategy: Significant 
progress was made on the five key focus areas: Sustainability in the Supply 
Chain, ESG Investor Strategy and Disclosure, Environmental Stewardship, 
Diversity and Inclusion, and Social Investment

• Ensuring the safety of employees and contractors: Strong safety 
performance continued in 2019 with improvements in leading and lagging 
indicators 

• Reducing environmental footprint: Focused on minimizing habitat 
disturbances and proud to issue a Biodiversity policy. Enhanced leak detection 
methods have improved operational efficiencies and reduced emissions across 
the portfolio 

• Building long-term relationships with local communities: Donated $1.4 
million in 2019 ensuring investments were strategic, impactful and aligned with 
corporate values

• Report prepared in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
Standards – Core option and the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 
(SASB) midstream framework

• Crestwood’s 2019 sustainability report is available at esg.crestwoodlp.com

The 2019 sustainability report enhances transparency 
on Crestwood’s environmental, social and governance 
performance and highlights progress made on the 
three-year strategy as sustainability is integrated into 
every aspect of the business

2019 Report Highlights

https://esg.crestwoodlp.com/
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Crestwood’s ESG Program Continues to Rank Best in 
Class in the Midstream Sector
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Peer Group Bloomberg ESG Disclosure Score

Following the issuance of the 2019 report, Bloomberg increased Crestwood’s total 
company ESG ranking by 65% highlighting Crestwood’s commitment to enhanced 
disclosures on waste, air emissions and biodiversity

Stakeholder Feedback
“Very comprehensive report and the report 
alone speaks to the firm’s capacity and 
commitment to your employees and 
stakeholders.”
– Top Tier Investment Bank

“It’s great to see the progress Crestwood 
continues to make regarding assessing ESG 
matters.”
- Dedicated Energy Investor 

“CEQP has definitely been a leader in ESG 
for the midstream sector.”
- MLP Dedicated Investor

“Very well-framed sustainability program, 
robust, providing good insights into what is 
important to the culture of Crestwood.”
- Large Permian Producer

“A great example of sustainability, 
appreciate your initiative.”
- Major U.S. Shale Producer

Market data as of 8/6/2020.
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Diversified Assets Provide 
Stable Cash Flow in 2020

Connections for America’s Energy
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Gathering & Processing Segment 
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Crude, natural gas and water wellhead gathering and natural gas processing assets 
across six shale basins leveraged to both crude and natural gas 

• 3-year, $1B investment program built out 
processing assets to support growth in the 
Bakken, Powder River Basin, and Delaware

• Legacy gas basins benefit from pricing uplift, 
provide stable cash flows without the need for 
additional investment

• Diverse set of producer customers with long-term, 
primarily fixed fee contracts 

• 2020 estimated cash flow $395MM to $435MM

Cash Flow ForecastSegment Overview

Key Asset Overview

Asset 2020E Well 
Connects Key Customers Contract Type

Bakken 60 - 70 WPX, XTO, RimRock, Bruin, Enerplus, PetroShale, QEP Fixed Fee, POP

Powder River 10 – 15 Chesapeake, Occidental, Panther Fixed Fee, Min. Revenue Guarantee

Marcellus - Antero Resources Fixed Fee

Barnett - Blackbeard, Tokyo Gas, Fleur de Lis Energy Fixed Fee, Percent of Index

Delaware 20 - 30 Shell, Concho, Mewbourne, Marathon, Cimarex Fixed Fee

Fayetteville - Merit Fixed Fee/Escalating

(1) Growth Capex includes JV contributions related to capital projects

Cash Flow Growth Driven by 
New Processing Plant Additions

(1)
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Crestwood has invested ~$600MM at sub-5x build-multiples over the last three 
years to expand its Bakken footprint to fully support strong producer development

Bakken Overview
• Arrow is a three-product gathering and 

processing system located primarily on the Fort 
Berthold Indian Reservation

• Diversified producers: WPX, XTO, EnerPlus, 
Bruin, RimRock, PetroShale, and QEP

• ~10-year average contract length and 
Crestwood purchases 100% of oil and gas 
volumes at the wellhead

• 2020E well connects expected to be 60 – 70, 
based on current forecasts

• April and May impacted by shut-ins due to 
record low pricing at Clearbrook, but majority of 
wells brought back online by early June

• Bruin emerged from bankruptcy in early 
September, is current on all invoices and has 
resumed normal operations on Arrow’s footprint

• WPX resumed completions in July and 
anticipates completing 30 – 40 wells in the 
second half of the year

Note: Total well connects includes both three-product and water only.

Arrow Asset Map

Historical and Projected Well Connects

Fort Berthold Indian Reservation

60 - 70

Last down-cycle 
sub-$30/bbl WTI
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Powder River Basin Overview
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• Jackalope gathering system and Bucking Horse 
processing capacity of up to 345 MMcf/d 

• In-service of Bucking Horse II processing plant 
provides ability to process 100% of gas gathered 
with additional capacity available for offload 
agreements

• High quality joint-venture partners in GIP, Apollo, 
and TPG

• NGL and residue gas takeaway: ONEOK and WIC 
drive good net-backs for producers

• Chesapeake shut-in ~40% volumes in Q2 and 
expects all shut-in wells to be back online by Q4 
2020

Powder River Basin Overview

Historical and Projected Well Connects

Powder River Basin Producers

Jackalope 
System

Chesapeake Bankruptcy Update
JGGS G&P contract not named for rejection in 

bankruptcy process; Contract was renegotiated in 2017 
at market rates for 20-year term. CEQP continues to 

work with Chesapeake and its advisors throughout the 
bankruptcy process

10 - 15

CHK delineation program begins; 
New market-based contract

Source: Enverus
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Asset MapDelaware Basin Overview

Crestwood operates a fully integrated G&P system in the heart of the Delaware Basin 
through 50/50 JV with First Reserve (CPJV) and JV with Shell Midstream 

• Current assets include the Orla cryo-plant, Willow Lake and 
Nautilus gathering systems, and EPIC Y-grade pipeline interest

– Total gathering capacity of 650 MMcf/d

– Total processing capacity of 255 MMcf/d

– Total Y-grade long-haul capacity of 80 MBbls/d

• Produced water gathering & disposal system in-service

– Long-term contract with large integrated producer

– Initial capacity of 60 MBbls/d with long-term plans to expand 
based on producer activity

Joint venture strategy with First Reserve and Shell Midstream provides alignment of 
interest with financial partners and customers in long-term growth strategy(1)

Over 200K 
dedicated acres

(1) Crestwood and First Reserve each own 50% of Willow Lake and Orla Plant 
and 25% of the Nautilus system; Shell Midstream owns 50% of the Nautilus 
system.

Historical and Projected Well Connects

Entered into JV with 
Shell Midstream; 
Shell begins 
development

20 - 30

Devonian 
SWD well 
now 
complete
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• 10-year, fixed and percent of index gathering services with 
Blackbeard

• 140,000 acreage dedication; System capacity of 925 MMcf/d

• Contract structure provides significant upside as commodity 
prices rebound

• Active workover program designed to eliminate system 
declines and modestly grow volumes

Legacy Gas Assets 
Provide Stable Cash Flow and Long-term Optionality

21

Crestwood’s SW Marcellus and Barnett system generate over $90MM combined 
annually; Average system declines of 6% to 10% forecasted through 2021

Barnett System Map

Stable natural declines provide Crestwood source of low-risk cash flow; No capital 
required to support incremental activity

Arsenal 
Resources

EQT

HG Energy

EQT
SWN

SW Marcellus System Map

• 20-year, fixed-fee gathering and compression services with 
Antero Resources

• 140,000 acreage dedication; System capacity of 875 MMcf/d

• ~275 wells are connected to Crestwood’s system; Avg. EURs 
between 8–12 Bcf(1)

• 800+ liquid-rich (>1,100 BTU) drilling locations and 1,000+ 
dry gas drilling locations remain

SW Marcellus Highlights Barnett Highlights

Source: Wood Mackenzie.
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Storage & Transportation Segment 
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Large storage and transportation assets in key demand centers helps drive stable 
cash flow contributions through large storage capacities in key markets

• Stagecoach Gas Services: 50/50 joint venture 
with Consolidated Edison that owns four 
natural gas storage facilities in New York and 
Pennsylvania

• COLT Hub and PRBIC: integrated crude truck 
and rail loading, storage and pipeline crude oil 
terminals serving Bakken and PRB producers

• Tres Palacios: FERC-certified natural gas salt 
dome storage facility near Houston, TX

• 2020 estimated cash flow of $85MM to $90MM

Cash Flow ForecastSegment Overview

Asset Storage Capacity Ownership Key Customers Contract Type

Stagecoach 41 Bcf 50/50 JV with ConEdison ConEdison, PSEG, NY State Electric, 
Tenaska, NJ Nat Gas Take-or-pay

COLT Hub 1.2 MMBbl Wholly owned BP, Flint Hills, Sunoco Varies

PRBIC 0.4 MMBbl 50/50 JV with Twin Eagle Chesapeake, Twin Eagle, Sinclair Fixed Fee

Tres Palacios 35 Bcf 50/50 JV with Brookfield Infrastructure Brookfield Infrastructure, Sequent, EDF Term

Key Asset Overview

Stable historical cash flow contribution 
and minimal capital requirements

(1) Growth Capex includes JV contributions related to capital projects

(1)
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• Strategic 50/50 JV with Consolidated Edison with FERC regulated storage and pipeline assets located at center of prolific 
NE Marcellus; Connected to 5+ Bcf/d supplies

• Majority of SGS rates/returns generated by revenues from market-based and negotiated rates
• 2020 growth from JV Cash Flow
− Stagecoach expects to generate ~$125MM Adjusted EBITDA in 2020 (8/8ths)
− 2020 is first full year of the cash flow distribution to CEQP stepped up to 50% sharing ratio

• Northeast Pennsylvania (NEPA) in-basin demand growth (PowerGen & Industrial) providing opportunity for storage and 
transportation services

• Recent contango natural gas pricing curves enhance value of natural gas infrastructure

NE Marcellus is the most prolific US dry gas basin; Stagecoach is strategically located 
to capture infrastructure expansion opportunities from NE gas demand growth 

NE Marcellus Provides Long-Term Growth Potential

23

Strategic Position in NE Natural Gas Market

Stagecoach Overview

Stagecoach Assets

Stagecoach Assets

− 41 Bcf storage capacity

− 3.1 Bcf/d of deliverability and 
5+ Bcf/d of supply access

Customer Breakdown 

Producer
49%Utility

31%

Marketer
20%
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COLT Hub Provides Additional Crude Takeaway
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Summary

• Premier crude oil pipeline, storage and 
crude by rail facility in the Bakken

• 160 MBbls/d crude-by-rail facility with 
1.2 MMBbls storage capacity

• Strategically located on BNSF railway 
with access to East and West coast 
markets 

• 60 MBbls/d truck unloading capacity

• Pipeline connections to Hiland, 
Meadowlark, DAPL, as well as 
connectivity to Tesoro and Enbridge via 
the COLT connector to Dry Fork

Arrow Crude Takeaway Outlets

Pipeline and truck connectivity between Arrow 
and COLT allow Crestwood to help preserve and 

protect Arrow producer volumes in the event of a 
DAPL shut down

Arrow takeaway capacity:
Pipeline: 200,000 Bbls/d
Truck: 20,000 Bbls/d

Current Arrow volumes:
100,000 – 110,000 Bbls/d 

COLT Hub’s Top-Tier Market Share

(1) Six-month average weekly rail loading volumes, February – August 2020 
per Genscape data
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Cash Flow Growth Capex

Marketing, Supply & Logistics Segment 
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Crestwood is a leading NGL and crude oil marketer focused on Marcellus/Utica 
producers, processors and fractionation through truck, rail, storage and terminals

• MS&L segment consists of NGL, crude oil and natural 
gas marketing and logistics operations

• Contracted storage and pipeline capacities provide 
integrated supply and logistics services to producers 
and refiners

• Crude marketing optimizes crude oil storage and 
maximizes producer net-backs in oil-based regions

• 2020 estimated cash flow of $90MM to $95MM

Cash Flow Forecast

Segment Overview Northeast NGL Takeaway Constraints

Northeast NGL remains undersupplied with NGL 
takeaway capacity as the market seeks 

incremental pipelines; This dynamic enhances 
the value of Crestwood’s NGL Storage and 

Terminalling assets across the Midwest and 
Northeast markets

Marcellus Utica NGLs Supply versus Takeaway

(1)

(1) Growth Capex includes JV contributions related to capital projects
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NGL Business Model Resilient in Current Market
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Crestwood’s storage and terminalling assets expected to outperform in 2020 driven by 
limited northeast takeaway capacity, increased NGL demand and margin opportunities

Customers

Crestwood’s Assets

Macro-Drivers That Create Opportunity for Margin
Crestwood sources product two ways: 
1) Upstream producers, processors and 

fractionators

2) Downstream refiners, retailers, petrochem Seasonal 
Spreads/ 
Inventory 

Cycle

Heating 
Degree Days 

(“HDDs”)

Infrastructure 
Constraints or 

Disruptions

• Significant storage and terminal assets:

- ~10 MMBbl of storage capacity (primarily Marcellus/Utica)

- 13 trucking and rail terminals

• Significant NGL transportation fleet:

- +500 NGL truck/trailer units 

- +2,100 NGL railcars 

• Pipeline capacity to domestic and international markets, 
including waterborne exports (TEPPCO, Dixie, ME2) 

PADD 1 Supply 
/ Demand 
Dynamics 
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Crestwood makes strategic acquisition that triples NGL storage capacity, diversifies from the 
wellhead and enhances our footprint in the most profitable NGL demand markets

Strategic NGL Acquisition Overview

27

Offers immediate accretive returns and 
strengthens the midstream value chain 

service offerings at an attractive valuation

• Crestwood acquired a mix of NGL storage and rail-to-
truck liquid petroleum gas (LPG) terminals from Plains 
All-American Pipeline, L.P. for ~$160MM

• Purchase price assumes a 4.2x 2020E cash flow 
multiple

• Assets are located in high demand markets across the 
eastern United States and include seven LPG terminals

• Increases NGL and LPG storage capacity to 10 million 
barrels 

• Crestwood executed a multi-year supply agreement 
with Plains to support the acquired assets

• Strategic rationale for the acquisition includes:
– Material cash flow expansion of MSL platform
– High barriers to entry
– Further diversification of cash flow
– Accretive to status quo financial plan

Key Highlights Asset Overview

New Asset Storage Volumes

Alto, MI 1.2MM Bbl
Green Springs, OH 0.6MM Bbl
Claremont, NH 0.7MM Bbl
Schaefferstown, PA 1.9MM Bbl
Tirzah & Heath Springs, SC 1.4MM Bbl
Hattiesburg, MS (50% non-op) 1.2MM Bbl
Total Annual Volume 6.9MM Bbl
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Capital Discipline and Cost 
Reductions Provide Stability

Connections for America’s Energy
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Self-Funded and Reduced 2020 Capital Program
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• In 2020 Crestwood expects to invest $140 million 
to $160 million

• Crestwood is committed to maintaining a strong 
balance sheet and excess distribution coverage

• Growth capital in 2020 will be funded entirely by 
retained cash flow and requires no public 
equity issuance

• Incremental financial flexibility provided by:

1) Available liquidity under revolving credit 
facility

2) Joint-venture partners

3) Non-core asset divestitures

• Maintenance capital for asset integrity projects of 
$10 million to $15 million

• 2021E growth capital expected to be minimal in 
current price environment

2020E Growth Capital by Quarter

2020 growth capital focused on remaining Bucking Horse II expenditures; Future G&P 
growth projects will be deferred until customers resume development activity

2020E Maintenance Capital by Quarter

With 3-year capital growth program complete and in response to market conditions, 
growth capital decreased 64% in 2020 over 2019

$MM

$MM
~85% of 2020 growth 
capital invested in first 

half of 2020
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Excess Cash Flow Generation in 2020
Crestwood’s DCF per unit growth combined with significant growth capital and 
expense reductions will drive free cash flow generation in 2020

DCF per Unit

(1) Estimates based on current volume forecasts and system capacities. 

Reduced YOY Growth Capital(1)

2020 Capital Allocation Priorities

64% YOY Reduction

Self-fund 100% of 2020 
organic growth capital 
with retained cash flow

Generate free cash flow 
after distributions

Maintain strong liquidity 
position and financial 
flexibility

Opportunistically 
improve dislocations in 
capital structure









Reduced YOY O&M and G&A Expenses
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• Diversified midstream portfolio provides base cash flow

• No IDRs, simplified structure and supportive GP

• Solid balance sheet, leverage meaningfully below 5.5x 
covenant, strong distribution coverage and no near-term 
maturities

• Focused on preserving liquidity and achieving long-term 
leverage sub-4.0x and coverage >1.8x when market conditions 
improve

• Cash flow from recently completed capital projects paired with 
capital and expense reductions drives significant free cash 
flow in 2020 and 2021

31

Key Investment Highlights
Well-positioned to manage through current down-cycle

Crestwood is well-positioned to manage through the current cycle and 
continues to take action to take allow the company to capitalize on current 

market volatility to preserve and create value for its unitholders
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Appendix

Connections for America’s Energy
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Crestwood’s 3 Year Sustainability Strategy
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• Continue to demonstrate our commitment to our Safety and Operating Principles 

• Deliver on our disciplined financial plan to be a must-own investment

• Drive >15% DCF per unit growth year-over-year 

• Complete projects safely, on-time and on-budget

Business 
Strategy

Continual 
Improvement

Focus Areas
2019 - 2021

Economic/
Governance Environment Social

Supply Chain 
Management

Implement an 
approach to 

sustainability in 
supply chain

Environmental 
Stewardship

Committed to 
environmental 
stewardship

Diversity & 
Inclusion

Continue our 
commitment to 
diversity and 

inclusion

ESG Investor 
Strategy & 
Disclosure

Continuously 
improve 

transparency in 
ESG reporting

Social 
Investment

Harmonize our 
charitable giving 

and create a 
stronger 

alignment to risk 
management and 
community needs  

Crestwood’s long-term sustainability strategy enhances transparency on 
management’s approach to identifying and mitigating key ESG risks

For more information on Crestwood’s sustainability program: 
www.crestwoodlp.com/sustainability
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Crestwood’s Industry Recognition

Ranked #1 in the 
EnergyPoint Research 
Survey in 2015-2019

Crestwood continues to be recognized for its unwavering commitment to 
best in class customer service, community engagement, environmental 
stewardship and unitholder alignment 

Top Tier ranking in Wells 
Fargo’s  midstream 
investor alignment 

report(2)

Recognized by the EPA 
as a SmartWay Partner

Crestwood’s culture of excellence positions the partnership to be a responsible 
steward of capital and an attractive midstream investment 

(1) Small and Midcap – Natural Gas & Master Limited Partnerships. 
(2) Wells Fargo research report titled “The Midstream Alignment Scorecard.” Published on 
4/29/2019. Ranking based on unit ownership, governance , safety metrics, structure and 
incentive compensation.

Top Workplaces in 2018 
and 2019 by the Houston 

Chronicle

Ranked 12th out of 47 
Midstream Energy 

companies in the 2020 
Global 100 Most Sustainable 
Corporations in the World

Finalist for Excellence in ESG 
award at the 2020 Ammy awards

Voted #2 out of 18 by the buy-
side for BEST ESG/SRI Metrics 
and #4 overall out of 24 for 

Best ESG program in the 2020 
Institutional Investor Rankings(1)

Crestwood is now a part of the 
Bloomberg BESGPRO Sustainability 

Index
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CEQP Non-GAAP Reconciliations
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(a) EBITDA is defined as income before income taxes, plus debt-related costs (interest and debt expense, net, and gain (loss) on modification/extinguishment of debt) and depreciation, amortization and accretion expense.  
Adjusted EBITDA considers the adjusted earnings impact of our unconsolidated affiliates by adjusting our equity earnings or losses from our unconsolidated affiliates to reflect our proportionate share (based on the distribution 
percentage) of their EBITDA, excluding impairments.  Adjusted EBITDA also considers the impact of certain significant items, such as unit-based compensation charges, gains or losses on long-lived assets, gains on acquisitions, 
impairments of long-lived assets and goodwill, third party costs incurred related to potential and completed acquisitions, certain environmental remediation costs, the change in fair value of commodity inventory-related derivative 
contracts, costs associated with the historical realignment of our operations and related cost savings initiatives, and other transactions identified in a specific reporting period.  The change in fair value of commodity inventory-
related derivative contracts is considered in determining Adjusted EBITDA given that the timing of recognizing gains and losses on these derivative contracts differs from the recognition of revenue for the related underlying sale 
of inventory to which these derivatives relate.  Changes in the fair value of other derivative contracts is not considered in determining Adjusted EBITDA given the relatively short-term nature of those derivative contracts.  EBITDA 
and Adjusted EBITDA are not measures calculated in accordance with GAAP, as they do not include deductions for items such as depreciation, amortization and accretion, interest and income taxes, which are necessary to 
maintain our business.  EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA should not be considered alternatives to net income, operating cash flow or any other measure of financial performance presented in accordance with GAAP.  EBITDA and 
Adjusted EBITDA calculations may vary among entities, so our computation may not be comparable to measures used by other companies.
(b)    Distributable cash flow is defined as Adjusted EBITDA, adjusted for cash interest expense, maintenance capital expenditures, income taxes, the cash received from our Powder River Basin operations in excess of revenue 
recognized, and our proportionate share (based on the distribution percentage) of our unconsolidated affiliates' distributable cash flow.  Distributable cash flow should not be considered an alternative to cash flows from operating 
activities or any other measure of financial performance calculated in accordance with GAAP as those items are used to measure operating performance, liquidity, or the ability to service debt obligations. We believe that 
distributable cash flow provides additional information for evaluating our ability to declare and pay distributions to unitholders. Distributable cash flow, as we define it, may not be comparable to distributable cash flow or similarly 
titled measures used by other companies.
(c) Cash interest expense less amortization of deferred financing costs.
(d) Maintenance capital expenditures are defined as those capital expenditures which do not increase operating capacity or revenues from existing levels.
(e)    Cash received from customers of our Powder River Basin operations pursuant to certain contractual minimum revenue commitments in excess of related revenue recognized under FASB ASC 606.

CRESTWOOD EQUITY PARTNERS LP 
Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Financial Measures 

(in millions) 
(unaudited) 

 Three Months Ended 
June 30,  Six Months Ended 

June 30, 

 2020  2019  2020  2019 

EBITDA        
Net income (loss) $ (24.3 )  $ 225.0   $ (47.7 )  $ 239.1  
Interest and debt expense, net 34.0   27.8   66.6   52.7  
Provision (benefit) for income taxes (0.1 )  0.3   (0.1 )  0.3  
Depreciation, amortization and accretion 61.0   49.3   117.1   89.1  

EBITDA (a) $ 70.6   $ 302.4   $ 135.9   $ 381.2  
Significant items impacting EBITDA:        

Unit-based compensation charges 13.6   11.3   9.2   28.6  
Loss on long-lived assets, net 3.8   —   4.8   2.0  
Gain on acquisition —   (209.4 )  —   (209.4 ) 
Goodwill impairment —   —   80.3   —  
Earnings from unconsolidated affiliates, net (8.4 )  (3.7 )  (13.9 )  (10.6 ) 
Adjusted EBITDA from unconsolidated affiliates, net 17.9   14.0   37.2   33.6  
Change in fair value of commodity inventory-related derivative 

contracts 21.5 
 
 3.7 

 
 15.7 

 
 4.8 

 

Significant transaction and environmental related costs and other items 8.8   3.0   10.0   6.4  
            Adjusted EBITDA (a) $ 127.8   $ 121.3   $ 279.2   $ 236.6  
        
Distributable Cash Flow (b)        
Adjusted EBITDA (a) $ 127.8   $ 121.3   $ 279.2   $ 236.6  
Cash interest expense (c) (32.8 )  (31.0 )  (66.0 )  (57.2 ) 
Maintenance capital expenditures (d) (3.4 )  (6.0 )  (6.4 )  (7.4 ) 
Adjusted EBITDA from unconsolidated affiliates, net (17.9 )  (14.0 )  (37.2 )  (33.6 ) 
Distributable cash flow from unconsolidated affiliates 17.0   12.7   35.0   31.2  
PRB cash received in excess of recognized revenues (e) 7.9   6.0   12.2   6.0  
(Provision) benefit for income taxes 0.1   (0.3 )  0.1   (0.3 ) 

Distributable cash flow attributable to CEQP 98.7   88.7   216.9   175.3  
Distributions to preferred (15.0 )  (15.0 )  (30.0 )  (30.0 ) 
Distributions to Niobrara preferred (9.3 )  (9.2 )  (18.5 )  (12.5 ) 

Distributable cash flow attributable to CEQP common $ 74.4   $ 64.5   $ 168.4   $ 132.8  
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CEQP Non-GAAP Reconciliations
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(a)   Cash interest expense less amortization of deferred financing costs.
(b)   Maintenance capital expenditures are defined as those capital expenditures which do not increase operating capacity or revenues from existing levels.
(c)   Cash received from customers of our Powder River Basin operations pursuant to certain contractual minimum revenue commitments in excess of related revenue recognized 
under FASB ASC 606.
(d)   Includes cash distributions to preferred unitholders and Crestwood Niobrara preferred unitholders.
(e)   Distributable cash flow is defined as Adjusted EBITDA, adjusted for cash interest expense, maintenance capital expenditures, income taxes, the cash received from our Powder 
River Basin operations in excess of revenue recognized, and our proportionate share (based on the distribution percentage) of our unconsolidated affiliates' distributable cash flow. 
Distributable cash flow should not be considered an alternative to cash flows from operating activities or any other measure of financial performance calculated in accordance with 
GAAP as those items are used to measure operating performance, liquidity, or the ability to service debt obligations. We believe that distributable cash flow provides additional 
information for evaluating our ability to declare and pay distributions to unitholders. Distributable cash flow, as we define it, may not be comparable to distributable cash flow or 
similarly titled measures used by other companies.

CRESTWOOD EQUITY PARTNERS LP   
Revised Full Year 2020 Adjusted EBITDA and Distributable Cash Flow Guidance 

Reconciliation to Net Income 
(in millions) 
(unaudited) 

 Expected 2020 Range 
Low - High 

Net income (loss) $(15) - $35 
Interest and debt expense, net 140 - 145 
Depreciation, amortization and accretion 235 - 240 
Unit-based compensation charges 20 - 25 
Goodwill impairment 80 
Earnings from unconsolidated affiliates, net (30) - (35) 
Adjusted EBITDA from unconsolidated affiliates 75 - 80 
Significant transaction and environmental related costs and other items 5 

Adjusted EBITDA $520 - $570 
  
Cash interest expense (a) (140) - (145) 
Maintenance capital expenditures (b) (10) - (15) 
PRB cash received in excess of recognized revenues (c) 25 - 30 
Adjusted EBITDA from unconsolidated affiliates (75) - (80) 
Distributable cash flow from unconsolidated affiliates 70 - 75 
Cash distributions to preferred unitholders (d) (97) 

Distributable cash flow attributable to CEQP common unitholders (e) $290 - $340 
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• Big C closing slide
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